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The following is a drafi transcript of a consensual recording of a telephone call on

November 2, 2012 bemeen Dave Houston and Keith Davidson.

This draft transcript, in its current form, is for the sole purpose of review by the

prosecuting attorneys and should’not be construed as a final verbatim transcript. Further review

may be necessary for trial purposes.
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Hello

Hello. Is this KEITH?

Yes.

‘
‘

KEITH, DAVE HOUSTON.

Hi DAVE. How you doing?

I‘m doing fine. How about yourself? A little tired but other than that everything

seems to be normal.

Good‘

How’s things on a, on your end?

It’s all good out here.

Okay, good. Hey um quick question for you, um, I had obviously a meeting with

TERRY um she had some other things we had t0 do, we’ve been trying to get a

lid on some 0fthis but ah I, you know, from the standpoint of what I’m dealing
‘

with um I’m really at that point Where I’ve gotta, you know, get things wrapped

up. {mean he’s getting pretty impatient With me. Obviously this last delay was

more my fault than anything but hopefully today we can d0 that and ah you know
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time I just presumed that was something that had been authenticated in some way.

But in reality it’s your guy telling you hey it’s got BUBBA’S handwriting on it.

Yes.

Okay. Alright um When, when we come to a final on this, what’s your concept on

how we get this done as far as the final money number, how do we get this

accomplished?

O
Alright so let’s presume that we agree on a final money number which I believe

that we can do um (clears throat) we’ll enter into a settlement agreement. I have

some more settlement agreements thatl can profiose um Which will um bind out

patties into a confidential settlement agreement. There can be (clears throat) an

initial payment of, of funds up front. We can spread some payments out over time

um and all the other provisions that I’ve mentioned that would to the extent

possible assure your client of um of finality.

Who has the um tapes, the DVDs in the interim?

The client.

So the client is to hold the tapes until they’re completely paid for?

Oh no, no, we’ll turn that over.

Oh alright

So I, upon, upon execution of the settlement agreement.

Alright so.

(UI)

And, and we’re talking about spreading out payments. Let’s, let’s, ifwe could, go

to again I’m jump‘mg around a little bit but I think we need to solve one problem

first.

Mmhm.

If I’m at two fifty and you’re at four hundred um what are we tmly looking at

KEITH?

(Pause) Three fifiy.
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—Now if we can

look at that three hundred let’s talk about how we’re gonna do payments. I

appreciate the idea of spreading the payment out because ah you know I don’t

know whether you’ve ever been through a horrible divorce but as you might

imagine.

Mmhm. G

That can put you in a position of not being necessarily ah cash rich so

understanding that how much flexibility do we have on payments With your

client? ‘

Say fifiy percent down.

Right.

Um at execution um twenty five percent in nine months.

Okay.

And twenty five percent in sixteen months.

Sixteen months from the nine or sixteen months from date of execution.

Sixteen months from date of execution.

Okay, hang cm I’m trying to write this as we talk Um the obvious is TERRY
wants to see them.

Mm hm.

Um he wants to bf: able to himself authenticate that it is him and I think as we

spoke the last time if it was your guy that turned that snippet over to GAWKER
um then that in tum gives us some idea of at least the auth, the, the legitimacy of

one of them and um that’s true, correct? I didn’t assume that?

What’s, what’s true?

That the footage GAWKER is running came from your client?

Ah the, the footage that my client has is the same footage that GAWKER has.

Right but it W811 now you’re opening that door again KEITH. (Chuckles) If

somebody else has that footage and gave it to GAWKBR then I shouid be talking
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